ARTIST BIOGRAPHY
-JUSTIN TORRES-

Born in New York City but raised in Poinciana, Florida, a quiet town in Central Florida, houses Justin Torres.
Formerly known as Jewlz, a moniker he still responds to this day, Justin Torres is the biggest wave yet to come
out of Florida in terms of Hip Hop. From production, to lyricism, to even switching up his sounds & vibes - his
music can find a special place in anyone's heart if they're willing to dive deep enough into his world.
After releasing his well-received mixtape, “Tranquility”, in October of 2013, Justin retreated back to his world
to resharpen his pen. Releasing music occasionally throughout the years on SoundCloud, YouTube, & other
social media platforms - Justin just continued to redefine his music & how people receive him. In the summer
of 2016 he released his hit "No More Pain," in which he received plenty of praise. Now in 2017, he's here for
another round.
On midnight of April 20th, 2017, Justin Torres released his surprise album "Rose," in which he continues to
show he is pushing the agenda & upgrading his sound from song to song. A perfectionist in his craft & when it
comes to his pen, Justin gives any & all listeners 110% every time he's on the mic. "Rose" shows exactly how
versatile Justin Torres really is: from creating bangers, to personal music, to even questioning the government,
& even how we look and treat ourselves. Love lost & love gained, “Rose” shows Justin's growth since
“Tranquility” and how he is ready to step up to the stage & bring the championship ring back home to
Orlando, especially Poinciana, FL.
Known for his honest lyricism, creative flows, & ability to adjust to any sound he lends his vocals on, Justin
Torres is a prime example of new & improved MCs of music. Ready for anyone & everything, Justin Torres
doesn't believe that the sky is the limit, just merely a site to stop and see.

Apart from his personal discography and Social Media work, Justin Torres is also getting underway with a new
album release at Phenomenal Music Group (PMG) which he will be working on in the late part of 2017. Keep
an eye out for updates from Justin Torres via Social Networks and get ready for a Hip Hop revolution starring
Justin Torres.

STAY TUNED FOR THE “WHO IS JUSTIN TORRES” MOVEMENT!!!
Visit Us Online At www.phenomenalmusicgroup.com

